We present an approach to bosonic (Z 0 , W ± ) as well as fermionic (top-quark)
The quest for the analytical form of the Breit-Wigner (BW) propagator consistent with gauge invariance has been the subject of numerous studies in the Standard Model (SM) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Clearly its relevance nowadays lies mainly in extracting the Z 0 mass and width parameters from the resonant e + e − cross section. But the study of the W ± and top propagator (we asssume m t > M W +m b [8] ) is not less important for instance in e + e − → W * W * [9, 15] . In addition it has been shown that the complex phase in the BW propagator can induce new CP-violating phenomena [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] which can be sizeable in SM and hence can play an important role in search for new signals beyond SM. This applies both to bosonic [12] [13] [14] as well as fermionic [10] [11] BW propagators.
Note, however, that the fermionic BW propagator is of quite different nature than its bosonic counterpart [10] .
Recently it has been shown that the part proportional to k µ k ν tensor of the BW propagator for the W ± boson must be modified in order to satisfy U (1) gauge invariance [2] . In the present note we prove that the same modification must take place in the resonant Z 0 propagator. In fact, we get a mass shift (i.e. the difference between M Z and M R where M R is the renormalized mass entering the equation (
) which is comparable with results obtained, for instance, in [5] .
Our approach may not be regarded only as an extension of previous analyses [3, 5, 6 ], which do not consider the k µ k ν part of the Z 0 BW propagator, but should also serve as an additional verification of them. Finally, with the help of Ward identities we derive the analytical form of the resonant top-quark propagator and point out its relevance for future experiments.
It should be stressed here that what we have in mind is not the full propagator, but only its resonant part. The "correctness" of our propagator should be understood in the context of resonant processes where the usage of the modified BW propagator leads consistently to gauge invariant results.
The commonly used expressions for bosonic and fermionic BW propagators are,
where V = Z 0 , W ± . The crucial step in deriving the aforementioned modification of (1) for V = W ± is to prove that the following electromagnetic Ward identity [2] 
where
and not the form given in (1) . The authors of [2] have checked that the process [15] e
with the subsequent decays (5) is used.
We mention that though the above considerations make use of the unitary gauge it is evident that they can be extended to an arbitrary ξ gauge. It is remarkable that in this case we have to make the effective replacement
not only in the q µ q ν terms of the propagator, but also in the vertices, for instance in the χ − W − γ vertex (χ is the charged Goldstone boson)
where the square root is to be taken on the first sheet. It will turn out that for the Z 0 and top propagator the Feynman rules must undergo a similar effective modification when one deals with a BW propagator in R ξ gauges. However, since the Goldstone boson χ will always appear as intermediate non-asymptotic state, the above square root cannot survive in a real calculation near the W resonance.
Yet another way to understand the modification in (5) 
In (10) we have split the Z 0 amplitude in components proportional to g µν (denoted by t) and k µ k ν terms (denoted by l). Note that it is not essential to consider massive Dirac neutrinos. This process is chosen as we can demonstrate our points easily in this case. We could equivalently consider the process, say e + e − → µ + µ − , and for the sake of simplicity decouple the photon by putting sin θ W = 0.
Our claim is now that in order to fulfill the equation
it is necessary that the Z 0 BW propagator takes the same form as the W propagator in (5) with the obvious replacements
analogy to (7) we have to make the shift
To show this we introduce in the first step four different mass parameters. The first one just defines the position of the polẽ
Very often one uses also the definitioñ
Both definitions are matters of convention. The only physical model independent quantity in a BW propagator is the complex pole position [3, 5, 6] , i.e. q 2 pole =M 2 Z , since this is a fundamental property of the S-matrix theory. For more details we refer the reader to [7] .
The second mass parameter enters the longitudinal part of the Z 0 -propagator
The remaining masses appear in the χ 0 propagator and in the product of coupling constants of the pseudo-Goldstone boson χ 0 to fermions.
It is sufficient to concentrate on the ξ-dependent part which can be cast into the form
The first term in (16) is independent of ξ only if
which completes our proof. Equation (14) together with (17) defines the consistent gauge invariant expression for the Z 0 propagator. The k µ k ν part of this propagator receives the same modification as in the case of the W ± propagator (Eq. (5)).
We would like to draw the reader's attention to one subtle point in the derivation of the modified Z 0 propagator (Eq. (14) and (17)). It concerns the shift in the
Instead of (15) we could equally well write the product of the χ 0 -coupling constants as
where M Z does not appear explicitly. It would be then impossible to show the ξ independence of the amplitude. Hence if the amplitude has a resonant behaviour we have to use the product of the Goldstone bosons couplings as given in (15) . Clearly the relation cos θ W = M W /M Z remains valid for physical boson masses at the zeroth order of perturbation theory. We think that this point needs a further investigation especially for a situation where both resonant particles, W ± and Z 0 , are involved. In this note we will not pursue this topic further. SU (2) Ward identities may shed some light on this problem (see treatment of the top propagator below).
Some comments concerning the status of a BW propagator are, however, in order. Feynman rules are derived from a hermitian lagrangian and are formulated for asymptotic states. The necessity to introduce a BW propagator in order to regularize an s-channel singularity reflects to the fact that our states are not asymptotic and will always appear as intermediate ones (see also another example of a t-channel singularity at the end of the paper; this singularity appears there for the same reasons).
In fact, after one performes the Dyson summation of self-energy insertions, the BW propagator corresponds to the first term of a Laurent series expansion [3, 6] of the full propagator in terms of the gauge-invariant pole q 2 pole [3, 5, 6] . On the same footing this leading term of this expansion induces similar effective modifications in the Goldstoneboson vertices due to Ward identities. Obviously, these vertices cannot be derived, like Feynman rules, directly from the Lagrangian.
In a context closer to perturbation theory [3, 6] we will now confirm the modification for the k µ k ν part of the propagator near the resonance as previously obtained by Eqs. (14) and (17) . To make this explicit, let us write the self-energy loop of the Z 0 conveniently as
For simplicity we neglect Z 0 γ mixing. The inclusion of these mixing effects [17] will, however, not invalidate the discussion given below. Then, the result of the infinite summation of self-energy graphs in an arbitrary ξ gauge leads to the following form for the (unrenormalized) Z 0 propagator:
The form (20) has a physical complex poleM 2 Z and can be determined by solving the equationM
which is independent of the gauge parameter ξ. SettingM
we can identify M Z and Γ Z as the physical mass and the decay width of the Z 0 boson, respectively. By expanding (20) in Laurent series [6, 7] , it is easy to see that the first term of this sum takes the form of Eq. (5) with M W and Γ W replaced by M Z and Γ Z , respectively. At the end of this note, we will make some additional remarks.
To compare our Z 0 propagator with other results (for instance [5] ) let us rewrite (14) in such a way that the width appears to be q 2 -dependent [18] . We will retain only terms up to O(Γ 2 Z ). First we define
After some straightforward algebra one obtains
where we have used the pole position defined by (13) . Recall that in (23) 
which is exactly the result obtained in [5] , just by using the BW propagator of the form (5) (similar conclusions have been reached in [2] [3] [4] 6] ).
If we had used (12) instead of (13) 
)).
Finally let us discuss the case of a resonant top propagator. Similar to the case of W ± propagator we have at any loop order
From (25) we can deduce that the gauge invariant form for the BW propagator which respects the Ward identity at tree level is
and not the expression given in (2) . To appreciate the difference we mention that in some extensions of SM one can have Γ t /m t ≤ 0.1 [11] . The discrepancy between
(2) and m t could be then of the order of GeV .
Clearly since the top physics is not expected to be as clean as the data on the Z 0 pole the use of this shift may not be so stringent. Yet another possible application of (26) are CP-violating processes. This possibility has been discussed in full detail in [10] [11] .
It is worth noting that inserting the wrong propagator (2) in the amplitude for the process W + d → W + bg, for example, would violate the gauge symmetry even while making SU (3) C gauge transformation of the gluonic field.
At the end of the dicussion of the top propagator we again address the question on the modification of Feynman rules analogous to (7) . The gauge transformations of the W ± and Z 0 fields read
In terms of Ward identities we then get
for the
for the Z 0 (k) + t(q) → t(p) vertex. In the above D denotes down-type quark, T t 3
is the weak isospin of the top quark (T 
This demonstrates once again that the Feynman rule must be modified consistently.
In the case of a resonant top quark we have the shift m t → m t − iΓ t /2.
In summary, we have set the proper framework of the approach discussed above which defines the relevant BW propagators and the modified vertices by Eqs. (5), (8), (26), (30). The next step would be to show, with the help of the Ward identities, the gauge invariance of any resonant process. We must, however, stress again that any resonant process can always be expressed in terms of three gauge invariant quantities [6, 7] , i.e. the complex pole position of the BW propagator q 2 pole , the residue of the pole R pole and a q 2 -dependent background term C back which has no poles at q 2 = q 2 pole . In general, these three parameters can be perturbatively expanded in different orders of the relevant coupling constant. To make contact with other analyses we emphasize that our considerations can give informations only for the quantities q 2 pole and R pole (i.e. C back = 0). However, our approach which is also based on gauge invariance arguments not only modifies the k µ k ν part of the propagator, but can also be viewed as an additional justification of previous works [3, 4, 6] . In this context an example would be to check the R ξ gauge invariance of the amplitude e + e − → µ + µ − at any electroweak loop level without neglecting the fermion masses, in a manner similar to that presented in [6] for massless fermions.
We conclude with a general remark on Born level singularities in the kinematically allowed region. Beside the well-known infrared and s-channel singularities (e.g., like the Z 0 case) there are also t-channel singularities in the SM. Let us briefly outline what is meant by these singularities. The t-channel singular processes are closely connected to sattering processes with unstable particles in the initial state. Consider for example the scattering ν e W + → ν e W + . The total amplitude at Born level is the sum of a s-channel and t-channel diagram.
where m e is the electron mass and f (s, t) is a kinematical function. The physical boundary can be easily calculated to be
It is clear that for [19] . One of the common feature of these singular processes is their non-localization in space-time. This can be seen as follows.
At a time t = t 0 the initial W which has already been produced in the first step).
The reason for the catastrophic behaviour of A t (s, t) can be traced partly back to the fact that unstable particles cannot be prepared as asymptotic states. This is an old well-known problem [16, 20] . However, we cannot get rid of the t-channel singularity when we replace the troublesome W + (i) by the well-defined asymptotic state e + ν e and consider instead 3 → 2 or 3 → 3 processes like e + ν e ν e → ν e W + . This problem is not new and has been a subject of numerous investigations in the days of S-matrix theory [21] . In the case of the 3 → 2 or 3 → 3 processes this t-channel singularity cannot be cured even by introducing a BW propagator.
The phenomenological relevance of the t-channel singular processes is quite limited (unless one insists on using the Equivalent Vector Boson Approximation [22] ).
However, since they belong to the class of singularities which appear at Born level they are important from theoretical point of view. The point we would like to make is that the common origin of all tree level singularities is the truncation of the FeynmanDyson expansion at certain order. The subtle point is that this perturbation expansion can be shown to be unitary as a whole i.e. in the form
but for a finite number of terms in (34) this is, in general, not the case [23] .
Note added. After our manuscript has been submitted we became aware of two papers [24] , [25] which treat similar subject. Ref. [24] arrives in part at similar conclusion. The authors of [25] seem, however, to have obtained a different modification of the q µ q ν terms in the propagator. We would like to make some comments on their result. Ref. [25] uses the following decomposition of the self-energy tensor Π µν
After summing the absorptive parts of R T and
obtain the following form for the propagator in the unitary gauge:
However, some difficulties in using such an expression in practical calculations of transition matrix elements to a given order of perturbation theory may indeed arise.
The reason is that the functions ǫ T (q 2 ) and ǫ L (q 2 ) are generally ξ-dependent quantities in the off-resonance region [3, 4] , as well as the derivative ǫ ′ T (M 2 W ) [4] , and hence the propagator (36) induces ξ-(gauge) dependence to all orders. On the other hand, ξ-terms coming from the vertices can remove the gauge dependence only to a given power of coupling constants, leaving matrix element gauge non-invariant at higher orders. Furthermore, it has been stressed by Sirlin [3] and Stuart [6] that the complex pole position of the propagatorM 2 = M 2 − iM Γ is the right expansion parameter since it is intrinsically gauge invariant. The Laurent expansion inM 2 is also the right procedure to obtain the BW propagator from the full one [6] . From Eq. (20) (and using (35)) one then gets in the unitary gauge 
